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EVAPORATION DUCT EFFECTS AT MILLIMETER WAVELENGTHS

by
K.D.Anderson
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N a ,v'i (iean Systenri ( 'unie-
San Diego. ('A 02152-5ou.,

United Stntesq ., .

Summary

The evaporation duct strongl.y influences low-altitude over-the horizon propagation at
millimeter:.wavelengthe, Results from more than 2000 hours of propagation and meteorological
measurements made at.94 OH. on a 40,6 kit over-horizon, over-water path along the Southern
(Mllifornia coast thow that the average received power wae 63 dB greater than expected for
propagation in a nonducting, or normal, atmosphere; 90 percent of the measurements were At lenet
55 dB greater than the normal atmosphere. 0-•Li ro/

A numerioal model of transmission losm bamed on observed surface meteorology is discuasod andcd
results are compared to measured transmission loom. On average, modeling results underaemLtna t
the transmission loas by 10 dB, In addition, resultm from modeling based on rin ind,ýrund•,i i
tlimatology of evaporation duct heigits Lai: the are* are shown to be adequate for most propagation
easesement purposes. The reliability and reasonable accuracy of the model provide a strong
justification for utilizing the technique to assess millimeter wave communication And r~dar.
systems operating in many, if, not all, aonan regions, I.

LTST Or-SYMBOLS

E Evaporation duct height (m), L v~)JAt1 O
A0. Potential refractivity difference between air and saa, Afai1...
R Bulk Richardson's number,
r Empirioal profileacoefficient,

INTRODUCTIZON

Tht evaporation duct in a nearly permanent propagation meohanisli created by a rapid decreass
of moist•re immediately above the ocean surface. Air adjacent to the surface to saturated with
water vapor and rapidly dries out with inureailn& height until an ambient value of water vapor
ontent is reached, which is dependent on general meteorological conditions. The nonrliy
logarithmic decrease in vapor pressure causes the refractivity gradient to decreaao factur 011t1 ,
157 N/km, which in a trapping condition, The heoiht at which dN/dz equals -157 N/km is defined
As the evaporation duct height and is a measure of the mtrength of the duct, Typical duct hotvýht
are between a few meters and approximately 30 meters with a world-average value of 13.6 11er'r1:
(1). Because these ducts are vertically thin, strong trapping in infrequently observsd for
frequencies below 2 0Hz,

For lew-al-ituda, over-water applications, the evaporation duct has been shown t:n Io I
reliable propagation phenomena that can dramatically increase beyond.the-hori.on signal lvvdi
for frequenoes greater than 2 OHe (2]-(41, Although the highest frequency reportod in previoun
work i- 35 GHs, the results show that the magnitude of signal enhancement (reforencci to
diffraction) increases with increasing frrequenoy. An analysis of the Aegean Sail moaii'rclemnm [4)
shown that median received signal power on a 35-km path in 2, 15, 27, and 30 dB abovo diffriul iml
for frequeneies'of 1, 3, 9,6, and 18 0Hz respectively, Received signal power tt 35 01lht on Lid
path ic consistently 30 to 45 dB ahbve diffraction [4].

Effects of evaporation ducting on over-the-horizon signal propagation at 94 Gtiz nre prenent•od.
Resulta from more than 2000 houre of RF meanurements made on a 40.6 km path along the Fenolhet'il
California coast are analyzed in terms of path loss (equivalent to transmission loss) which 01
defined as the ratio of trAtismittoed to raceived power assuming loss-free isotropic antennan.
Numerical pioppgation modeling reaults based on measured and climatological surface neteorology
are com•ared to massured path loess. These comparisons are good and the reaults strongly stLpport
using the propagation model to predict the performance or millimeter wave sysLolm operating near
the surface in all ocan regions,

A brief review of the evaporation duct model and the propagation mdc-'il used in thin ananlysi..
peocedes a discussion of the experiment and the results.

Models

In practice, boundary-layer theory relarom bulk surface meteorologicai InU aeesuL'OeIILN of iir ,
temperature, sea temperature, wind opted, and humidity to the vertical profile of refraccivIt:y
and thus the evaporation duct height. In a thermally neutral atmosphere where the air-sea
temperature difference is 0, the modified refractivity profile is given by

M(s) - M(O) + 0,125(z -. oln( (z + xo)/zo) ) (1)

where z is height above the ocean, 5 is evaporation duct hnight, and VD is a length characterizing
boundary roughness. For a thermally non-neutral atmosphere, stability terms are incorporated into
Eq. (1) (Stee Jeake, [3)), However, for common departures from neutrality, prnpnaatlon
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calculations indicate that a neutral profile Is a reasonable approximation, provided that ductheight for the neutral profile is calculated frrm observed meteorology. In this analysis,evaporation duct height is computed frorm surface observations using the Jeake model [3],[] [5implemented by Hitney [6] with thermal stability modifications suggented by Paulus [7].
Numerical propagation niodeling techniques have shown gond .,;reaoment to RF manoureolrnn r.,9ult'qwhen uingle-station surface meteorological observations are available to determine thetefraotivity-vereum-altituds profile of the evaporation duct (B], In a maritime environment, theaasumption of lateral bhmoganeity (vertical profile of refractivity invariant along the path ofpropagation) is generally good (8] ,9) and justifies a waveguide formalism (101-[12] approach tothe analysis of propagation through the troposphere. Numerical results are derived from a.computer program oallsd 11MLAYERe which is an enhanced version of the "XWV0" program (13J, MLAYERassumes that the vertical profile of refractivity over the sea can be approximated by an arbitrarynumber of linear segmenta And uses an ingenious technique (14] to find all complex modes thatpropagate with attenuation rates below a epecified value. Surface roughness iL developed fromKLrohhoff.HuySens theory in terms of rma bump height, a , which is related to wind speed as 0" 0.0051ul, where u iS wind speed Cm/a) 1131],(16],

The determination of the vertical refractivity profile is crucial to the MLAYER calculations.For neutral and stable conditions, the duct height ia

(2)
1.32 + O.08o7,R/r,(O,75 .- A.)

where 0. is the potential refractivity difference between the air and sea surface, R is the bulkRichardson's number, and r is an empirical profile coefficient. Eq. (2) assumea that bulkparametern are measured at a height of 6 m and that zo is 0.00015 m. Under neutral conditions,R is zero, hence the potential refractivity difference is -. 3 -l,32.•, The potentialrefractivity gradient (under neutral and stable conditions) is

AO 64. [ l./ + 0.0867oR/r I

As 1.0.&0 + 0.32,R/r (3)
where A is the height above the surface. Again, under strictly neutral conditions, Eq. (3)reduces to ao/av % ./(l0,6Oa), The potential refractivity gradient in related to therefractivity gradient as
AO/eA w AN/Az + 0.032 and to the modified refractivity gradient as40/Az w M/Az . 0.125, Using Eqs. (2) and (3), the modified refraotivity profile was determinedfor evaporation duct heights from 0 to 20 m in 2 m intervals, These profile. are shown In Fig.I where the surface modified refractivity ia referenced to 0 H.units, Path loss "alculations weremade for five rme bump heights; 0.0 (smooth aurface), 0,025, 0.100, 0,250, and 0,500 mcorresponding to wind speeds of 0.0, 4.3, 8G,6, 13,6, and 19.2 knots,

For a one.way transmission system, signal power at the receiver is

P, - P, + 0, • L + 0, + (4 (4)
where P, is power transmitted, Q• and 0, are transmitter and receiver antenna gains, and G, isadditional gain measured from the receiver antenna to the point in the receiver whore power ismeasured, Assuming transmitaion.line losses and other hardware-related losses are accounted forin P, or a., the loss L can be written as L - lis + L., where Lm is lose due to molecular absorptionand Lo is lost accounting for all other environmental and geometrical losee, The advantage oftreating L as the sum of two independent terms is that L. then depends on observable airtemperature and humidity, whereas L. depends on the same two observables in addition to seatemperature and wind speed, Of course, both loss terms depend on geometry of the tranemiasionpath: L, is the product of attenuation rate and path length, and L, involves a complicateddependency on the refractivity profile, pa'.h length, Aud antenna heights,

Range dependency of absorption-fres path loss (LO) at a frequency of 94 GHz is shown in Fig,2 for a normal atmosphere, denoted 1y 0 duct height, and for evaporation duct profiles (neutralstability) corresponding to duct height@ of 2, 4, 6, and 8 m, In this case, transmitter endreceiver are 5 and 9,7 M above a smooth sea surface, and coherent signal propagation (modelphasing included) is assumed, At a range separation of 40 km, L, for transmiselon through anormal atmosphere is about 250 d8 (assuming a typrial 0.7 dB/km molecular absorption attenuationrate, total path loSm is about 280 dB), For propagation in an atmosphere represented by arefractivity profile corresponding to an evaporation duct height of two meters (a relativelyshallow duct), L. is approximately 184 dB - a "gain" of 66 dB compared to the diffractionreference, With an 8-m evaporation duct, path loss increases with range at a fairly consistentrate of about 0,2 db/km beyond 30 km,
Path loss variation with receiver height is shown in Fig. 3 for a path separation of 40.6 km.The transmitter is looated 5 m above a smooth surface, In a normal atmosphere, path loss for areceiver located 20 m above the surface is about 230 dB, For this same re~oiver in an environmentof a 2-m evaporation duct, path loss is about 178 dE; a gain of 52 dB even though bothtransmitter and receiver are outside of the duct,

Surface roughness effects are shown in Fig, 4 for a transmitter at 5 m, receiver at 9.7 m, anda fixed path separation of 40,6 km, Incoherent signal propagation (modal phase Is ignored) isused to represent absorptlon.free loss, L., Higher wind speeds generally increase loss withrespect to a smooth surface, except for a normal etmosphere where the waveguide modes are



evanosqent. For. duct heights al~ove 10 m, path loss at the two highest wind apends Are near11Ly
equi;""A-o. it m, path loss for wind spoeda greater than about B knotso are nearly equal. in

t~~'.hgVy. rap~dcaaemany weakly Attenuated modes are found and the aggraegut nffect is
for 6onvergence of t'ho mods suits to a liol!Ll.ig value. At. 94 CHz, the limiting valuen of P'Lrtaý'.,
roughness Appears to be a bump height ,f 0.5 ml.

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

*A 40 6*Ium brmnsm~isaion path alonig the Southern California coast wan chosen and inatrumoinantd
for the measurement program. The path in shown in Fig, 5. The transmitter antenna wan located
5 m Above mean low water (ra2w) at the Del Mar Bloat Basin facility of the U.S. Marine Corps Baca
at Camp.Pendlato:, CA. This antenna, a horizontally polarized 12-inch-.diametar lens with a 0. 7ý

bm~rvai conte~red a'long, the~path at an elevation angle of zero degrees, The horivon is 9. 2
km. anaý is. shown asa dashe d are in F.tg. 5.

tfheioav~ site warn at the western end of Scripps Pier, located i't the Univiurgity al
Califoinia at San Diego, CA, This pier extended 335 m from the shore, which, in all but thle worn t
storms,. placed the receiver beyond the surf ;=oe (this pier has since boen torn down and replaced
by a nalt structure) The reosiý,er antenna was located 9,7 m above eilw (horizon of 12,9 kin) And
Watt poýntsd,.cowairda the transmitter with an elevation anile of zero degreesm,

The AF, transmi;tor wan similar to the receiver which is showli in Fig. 6. Anl X-Band
onacil2i.*ck.. 'phase -looked to a stable 103-MI~m crystal source. phame-10ta~ed a 94.GHZ Gunn diode.
Appro~dnlately 2.'3 dami of tranamfiittet..pwowr was generated by an injection- looked IMPATT diode, At
the rieeiver, the 103-M4Hz crys tal source was offset from the transmitter oryttal referance to
generate an IF of 59.8 M~lz which was monitored by a spectrum analyzer. Although thle rontroflat'
could adjust analyzer funotxons to optimize signal detection. the Analyzer wan typically Not for
a frequency span of 181.7 K}Iz, no integration, and with video and resolution bandwidths of 3 Kliz.
Signal pqowr .and frequency were recorded with an effective sample time of 540 millimacc'nda.

System "constants" (power transmitted, antenna gaina, and RF- to-IF gain of the trecoiivti) art!
listed in Table 1. Total path loss it; related to observed received signal power an L - 157 - P
which is the sum of the syotem constan, a minus the power received (see Eq. 4) . Minimum detectable
*ignai.power At tile analyzer wan -t 83 dflm, which corresponds to a maximum detectable plith maon
of - 240 dBi (L - 157 - -83). Diffraction is about 250 dBi for the goometry of ths 11sth ($86 Fig.
2), therefore, without evaporation duoting, the signal should he to dBi below the receiver rnt190
level and should not be detectuble . However, the expected gain of about 60 d8 through evaplorntionl
ducting,.lesn the expected molecular absorption loss of about 30 dBi, places thle signAl fit About:
220 dB which in detectable by the receiver.

The dynamic range of 0he analyzer WAN wifficient to lock onto and track thle Ntnnal in oll
conditions, except when there was precipitation along the path, which was rare. A moderate r~in
shower, uniform along thle path, could increase path loss by 100 dBl, making any practical reception
impossible. As a refere' is. the banjo free-space transmission loan, (4ffd,1A)2), is 104 dBl, whnor
d is the range soparation and A t Lithe wavalength,

Air cemperaturu, sea temperature, relative humidity. wind speed, And wind direction work,
recorded at Scripps Pier in conjunctionl with the RP menLVasuremetsl. Table 2 deacriboR thle surftce
meteorological sensors, which were monitored by A 0Iata acquisition system tAnt; sampled And stored
the data every 10 mocond~..

In operation, measurements were recorded 24 hours per day. To reduce the volumne of dAta,
statistics ,of rmin and standard deviation were locally computed for 1.O-minute intervails.
Approximately 60 ssmplea of surface meteorology and approximAatly 1000 samples Of powor moni11torod
or the' analyzer were. used t*o compute those statistics, 'Ihe local data (sitatistics) worn
alutomatic~ally transferred for further analysis via modem lines to computars tit Naval Oconn systelii
Center, about 10 miles south of the receiver mite.

Evsporation duct 'height and molecular absorption were computed from oheorvmd rip,, 'oluce n17
surface meteorology, Abnorption-frea path loss was determined by it look-up procedure into it
pritcomputed two diliiansional table, One dimenuion of thin table was evaporation duct hnight froill
0 to 20 m in 2-m intervals: the other dirmension woe rmn bump height specified at 0 (8minoth
surface), 0.25, and 0,50 mi,

RESULTS

MEASUREMENTS

Ml.iýAurements beagn in late July 1986 and continued through early July 1987, Eight pet locke,
totaLing 102 days of operations, were completed during thin time. Table 3 lists thle time perioda
in which mneasurements were made.

One-~way transmnission path data were analyzed by comparing observed tins path loan (transmission
lost) to path loan computed for both- evaporation duct height and rnin bump height, which were
calculated from surface meteorological quantities measured at the receiver site. Absorption.
free path li*N calculated by MLAYER wes modified by adding molecular Absorption loeo calculaitedl
from surface mneteorology (reference t171) in order to compare it to observed t~otal path loise.
Molecular, absorption look during the entire. measurement program averuged approximately 30 dlW

Figurei 7 mhews the time-series of surface meteorology, measured path loss, and predicted path
loss-for a representative measurement period, Figure 7(a) is a time-series plot; of inaccened Air
temperature (0) , relative humidity (t),. and wind speed (knots), Alto included in this fpigure ta
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the computed molecular absorption (dB), labeled as a, The time show on the abscissa is plotted
in local time; hour 00 is associated with the tic mark above the firar character in the day label.
Oaps in the data (around August 8) were due to software and hardware failures Uhat ware, mAnuAlly
corrected,

In thie period, rolativa humidity wai nearly Alwoys j.rantor than 90 % nnd icnrompanled with
light winds. See tomperature wanS fCA Il y CO 'tatlint at ab utr 20 dengreeis C eob') i. F 1girr, 1(h) 10h.wo ;
the Air-nea tomper.turc dilferenco and tho calrulated evaporation duct hf w, Diurnal hangoas
of about 3 degree Celsius in air temperature are observed early in this pertod atia become In&s
pronounced later, Wind direction, Fig. 7(o), shows some land-ase breaa. afsfets up until about
August 4th when the breese became fairly constant from the northwaoe, Pig. 7(a) shown the
observed and predicted path loss. Predicted path loss in derive,' f.LOi .d%"'' , the calculated
absorption to the path losa calculated for the evaporation duct hail,: -, a point.by. int basis.
Considering that the propagation model assumes spatial and temporal ho,,. neity uln.,e the entire
40,6 kin path, the time-series agreement between the observed ard predicted p-th logs is
remarkable,

With no evaporation dueting, the estimeted path loss is the sum of tha diffraction ptth loss
end the molecular absorption. The diffraction loam for the path geometry Is 150 dB: the nverAgo
molecular absorption loss is msen to be about 35 dB (Fig, 7(a)): therefov'e the estimated path
lose with no evaporation ducting is about 285 d8, From Fig, 7(d), the averafo obuerved path lons
Is about 225 dB, which In 60 dB less than what is expected using normal ot 4/3 earth propagation
prediction models, However, the observed path loss is about 60 dE greater than the free-space
level (164 dB) which means that radar applications are unlikely unless the target has a largo
radar cross-section,

ALL MNASVREMENT PERIODS COMBNZBD

The crucial parameter that relates path loss to surface meteorological conditions is
evaporation duct height, A scatter plot of difference between observed and predicted path logs
in relation to calculated duct height is shown in Fig, 8, All 102 days of observations, more thnn
12,000 data points, are included, Predicted path loss, on average, underestimates observed path
loss by approximately 10 d8 and, in the extremes, underestimates by nearly 40 dB And overestimatos
by 22 dB, A trend line, nompuced from a histogram of scatter, indicates median error. The trend
is for error to increase with duct height up to heights of about 5 m; median error is relatively
flet for higher duct heights,

Wind speed strongly affects both evaporation duct height and surface roughness. Higher winds
generally increase duct height and increano attenuation due to roughness, A scatter plot ot
error in path loss with relation to wind speed is shown in Fig. 9. A trend line indicates that
median error is about 2.5 dB for winds less than 1 knot and increases to w 14 dB at about 5 knots.
For winds greater than about 5 knots, error remains nearly constant at about 14 dil. It 1.4
tempting to reduce the errov bias by modifying ram bump height because the eurface rokiighneas
formulation in MLAYRR is one of the largest uncertainties at millimetor wavelengLh-. Hiowover,
the measurement program wae designed to test for Scoss environmental effects: a modiflcntion to
rms bump height ot surface roughness formulation cannot he justified from thin data,

CLINATOLOGY

A comparison of observed absorption-free path loss to predictions derived f,'om a muparlat
climatology of evaporation duct heights (1) illustrates an appli stion of the propagatlon model
to the assessment of a millimeter wave system, The evaporation :uct li.matology is based oil 1i
years of surface meteorological observations (normally taken ., ships at see) frome whih H•t,
distribution of evaporation duct heights were computed. All ocoan areas were anelyzed in 101 x
l10 grids (Marcden Squarsa), For the San Diego off-shore area, the evaporation duct heLght
frequency distribution, Fig. 18, shows a peak for duct heights between 6 and 10 m. Duct heights
granter than 20 a are infrequent. Combining this distribution with the results shown in Fig. 4
(0,25 m bump height), gLive en accumulated frequenoy distribution which is shown As a solid line
in Fig, 11, Observed absorption-free path loss is plotted on the same figure an a dotted line.,
Free space end diffraction fields are referanod. Although the predicted path looa distribution
consistently underestimates the observed, it is clearly a better predictor compared to asuoming
a normal atmosphere representation of the environieent, In the worst ease, it is only some 10 dh
less than observed, whereas the difference is about 4 dB at the 50 percent level. The observed
path loes reduction from diffraction exceeds 63 dB half of the time, 90 percent of the time the
reduction aoceeds 5S dB. both predicted and observed distributions show that path lose is 45 dB
less than the diffraction reference 100 percent of the time (the occurrence of rain wax negligible
during the meesmurements),

CONOLUSIONS

Low altitude propagation of millimeter waves at ranges beyond the tadio horizon is strongly
influenced by the evaporation duct; for the propagation path used, received power levels are on
the order of 50 to 100 dB greater than the power levels expected for propagation through e
nonducting or normal atmosphere,

A single-station measurement of surface meteorology is adequate to analyze millimeter wave
propagation over the ocean, On a point-by-point oompariuon, modeling typically undereecinmAteri
observations by about 10 dM; the error is probably due to incomplete considerations of both
horitontal heterogeneity and surfacs roughnes eaffects, Dir...t sensing of the environmenit rn the
scale of kilometers in the horizontal atid meters in the vertical is impractical, howevr,,
planetary boundary layer models and remote ,sensing techniques may, in the future, offer

~~~~~~~ ..... ........ . . ----.. . . . . . . . . ..



cons idarablI imprpovcmcnt to the p3ropagnt: on annlyn Is. The', neiw t'ation of suirf,oi'r nuy,hto::: I'
the propago t. !on me l, - II . -1f. ((tell tchin. itsj act I oIlv I Y ilhl; eximillI t: fIt I- I ' :-Ir''l. I
urdtir4 otn nd i n

Ih stitlimary, lie. L[nor e'n!;o Iii rv(n 1vetI nifgnat tr•er(_ tli diti to thm pezo,sun'; L. tu vl puuit,
duct baa been realistically modeled and provides an accurate estimate of actual millimater waItt
syatem performance, The significant ysytem "gain" duo to evnporntion ducLing Ls cloarly ani
important consideration in the design stagea of moderate range, over-water millimnaLut wave
syastoms.
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Table 1 RF System Constants

Comnponent VIII un.

Transmitter antenna gain 47 dBi

Rocelver antenna gain 47 dBI

Receiver [iF-to-tF gain 40 dB

Table 2 Surface Meteorological Sen.iore

Sensor Type Accuracy Renpon~e

Air temperature Platinum RTD 0,1 deg c 10 eec

Sea temperature Platinum R'b 0,1 dog C 30 Hoc

Relative humidity Crystallite fiber 6 % 60 marc

Wind speed Cup I % 1.5 in

Wind direction Vane I dLg i n

Table 3 Dotes of M1alurernoete

Start End

July 29, 1986 August 10

Soptembor 2, 1986 September 11

October 7, 1986 October 20

November 18, 1986 November 23

December ".. 1986 December 23

January 13, 1987 January 30

May 4, 1987 May 14

June 30, 1987 July 5
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D~IOUUSZON

M. LEVY
Does diffuse reflection from the rough sea surface contribute to transmission lose? Is
it modeled? It might explain the discrepancy between measurements and prediotion.

AUTHORI8 REPLY
We presently model sea surface roughness effects by simple modification of the reflao-
tion coefficient. A rigorous approach is being incorporated into our treatment using
the parobolic equation approximation.

J. BACH ANDERBSN
Do you assume horizontal homogeneity of the duct, and could deviations explain the
obsorved path lose?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Yes, horizontal homogeneity is assumed and this is clearly not always correct. Spatial
and temporal variations over the path maybe a major factor in explaining the differences
between the observed and predicted path loss. However, our present modeling explains
the 60dB sional enha' ;ement above what one would expect under standard atmospheric
conditions and seems to be a satisfactory first order approximation,

J. RICHTER (COMMENT)
In response to Professor Bach Andersen's question, horizontal inhomogeneity of ducting
conditions along the path may certainly be one of the reasons for discrepancies between
calculated and measured field strength values. Ducting parameters were measured only at
one end or the propagation path and horizontal homogeneity was assumed along the path.

D. H6HN
Are aimilar affects possible over land, under speolfic conditions, like melting snow,
after rain, etc?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
In my opinion, it is unlikely to see similar effeots over land. The surface would have
to be relatively smooth over ranges of tons of kilometers and provide an unlimited
mointure source.


